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ABSI'RAcr 
The following text is based almost entirely on government select committee 
reports, and other associated publications, on wave energy. 
It attelllpts to provide a complete picture, historically, of the wave energy 
programme. Although work has been done before 1973 and µi other countries, 
the text is Ila.inly concerned. with the expansion and development of the 
programme in the U.K., since this date. 
It introduces the people ani ievices involvei, and attempts to show the 
influence of the Government and the Civil Service upon them. 
It highlights the problems of funding research and develo:iment of alternative 
energy schemes, and looks at the possible contribution that this particular 
method of producing energy could make. 
In conclusion it looks at the possible future developaent, or otherwise, 
of the programme. 
As it is not a very technical report, I hope that it may be readily understood. 
by those not familiar with the subject, and yet provide inforaative and 
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ntrRODUCl'IOM 
When JOU first ccae aoroea the idea of producing energy trca the waves, it 
s ... 111.:rYelloua •. 
we are surrounded by wavea, they go on forever, and ,they ccae in free. · 
The eea 1a at ite roughest in winter, therefore producing aore energy just 
when we need it aoet •. 
we could. obtain electricity without pollution and without burning up precioua 
coal and oil, and never run out of fuel •. 
The idea ot harneasing the va.vea is not new;, the tint ever deaign was 
patented in 1799.. However, no one hu yet succeeded in producing a large 
scale working device, probably the aoet uaeful. idea being produced by the 
Japanese in the tora ot a navigation buoy. · 
It took the gigantic leap in oil prices in the early 70's, coupled. 
with the ainers atrikee to aake people aW&l"e ot their dependance on theee 
tuele, and rekindle interest 1n new energy sources. 
The Governaents intereat waa otticially' declared in 1974, with 
the publication ot a report by the Central Policy Review statt, This led 
to the initiation, by the newly toned Departaent ot Energy, ot, a detailed 
introductor, assessaent of large scale generation of electricity :trca ocean 
waves, by the lational Engineering Laboratory, Eut Kil bride. 
The aaount of energy that could be produced :trca the waves ha 
been eetiaated, even by the aoet aceptie&l, as about 2.,C of the Central 
Electricity Generating Boards annual electricity output. EVen allowing 
tor shipping lanee etc. an average ot 7,000 MW of electrical power (or 6o TWh 
a year) could be supplied. 
There ia the prospect of using the apan capaoity in our •pty 
ahipyazda • as the skills found there are just the on• required to build the 
etructuree needed to produce energy f'rca the waves. 
Howner, against this optiaiaa rises a olom ot financial object1ona, 
pr~Uy against unu:taoturing and uJ.ntenance coate. Th• coeta ot 
aanutacturlng fully operational unite 1a considered to be inordinately high, 
although thq would by neoeeeity be aodular and conatruoted according to 
buclget, and high aaintenance costs would be incurred due to the very nature 
of th eleaent whoee power it is intended to harness, . other problaaa 
incurred are probl- associated with aooring floating unite in heavy seu, 
and the ultiaate traneaiasion of the harneeaed energy to the conauaer. 
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Hopef'ully rNe&roh and devlo111ent will reduce oOBte in the 
future and help overccae these problaa, and eventually lead to the building 
ot a Ml seal.a, working device in the aeas off the U.K. 
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1. What Is A wave? 
The u.rth reo ives manse aaounts ot solar energy- each year. This energy-
generates wind.a, which in turn generate the waves by blowing over the oceans 
of th world, 
The aaount of energy in the waves 1s govmied by two uin factors 
1. The strength ot the winds. 
2, The tetoh, or the uninterrupted distance over the 
oceams1 that the wind can blow, 
wave power potential world w1d , can be related to the distribution of the 
winds. 
In both the northern. and eouthern h•iapherea the strongest winds are located 
between latitudes 4o0 and 6o0 , the equatorial regions being c011paritively 
free of vincta and the polar regions either ice bound or continental, Due 
to the rotation of the earth the highest concentrations of wave energy an 
on the eastern aides of the oceans 1n the aa1n wind belts, theae being the 
downward end. of the fetches. Froll this 1 t can be seen that w1 th respect 
to the potential availability of wave energy-, the U,K, is situated in an 
ideal poaltlon, being on the eute.rn aide of the Atlantic Ocean and in the 
ideal latitude, 
The annual average energy in a wave out at sea is around 5:Jkw/•, and the 
wavea are at their largest and aost energetic in the winter aonths when 
daand. for energy in the U,K, 1a at its greatest. 
In principle the waves reaching our coast frca the North Atlantic could 
satiety a considerable traction of our electricity demand provided that 
reasonably high overall conversion etticienoiea oan be achieved by wave 
energy devices. 
•station Imia • 4oo ka out towards Iceland givee figuree of 
around 100 kW/• as an average ot wave power available aver the whole year, 
way out in the Atlantic, These power levels can rise to 6ook~m in winter 
and in severe atoru can soaetiaes exceed 5 MW. . However aa I have already 
etatecl., bJ the tiae wavea reach · what are considered to be prille world ai t 
tor the converters (e.g. south uat, outer Hebrldea) the annual averag 
available power has fallen to :,Jkw/m, 
Th aaount ot energy available which a device can extract froa the 
waves varlea, not only with its diatano out at sea but also with the depth 
ot water in which it 1s sited. 
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For example; N.E.L. meastrrements of annual average available power 
crossing three such points gave the following data. 
Depth of Distance from Available 
water Mainland Power 
15 m 4 km 17 kw/m 
22 - 25 m 6 km 32 kW/m 
44 m 20 km 48 kW/m 
The proportion of this available power which can be delivered 
as electricity depends both upon the efficiency of the extraction device, 
and upon losses due to varying wave direction. 
Fig. 1.1 
From the designers poipt of view the most interesting waves are progressive 
i.e. they carry energy from one location to another. 
In a travelling wave in deep water, each particle moves in a nearly circular 
orbit. At the surface the diameters of these circles are the same as the 
wave height, and the diameter falls off exponentially with increased depth. 
' "--, 
"-. Relative power 
as a function 
of depth 
Fig. 1.2 
The amount of power in a wave train can be estimated by calculating the 
change of potential energy as the water in a wave crest, above sea level, 
falls into the trough in front of the wave. Kinetic energy is also present 
because of the wave motion, and in deep water the K.E. is equal to the P.E. 
Progressive waves transport energy across the sea and it is valid to say 
that the rate of transport of energy across some line is power. Power 
density can be specified in kW/m of frontage. 
The Institute of Oceanographic Sciences publish data which is invaluable to 
anyone interested in waves. 
The science of wave climatology was needed for wartime landings and then 
came increasing demand for infonnation for the building of lighthouses, 
pipelines, breakwaters, harbours and in more recent years, for oil platfonns, 
hovercraft and .hydrofoil services. 
The information has been built up with the aid of three main types 
of wave recorder, on the seabed, on the surface and on ships. 
One of the first recording devices was the spark plug recorder. This 
consisted of a series of spark plugs each having a horizontal electrode, 
stationed. in a vertical line with the plugs a few inches apart. As the waves 
rise and fall the plugs under water are shorted and a record can easily be 
collected and translated. 
This device was ingenious but not as sensitive as other devices, some of 
which are designed to register .differences as small as 0.25mm. 
One such development is an underwater device with a pressure sensor. 
This has the advantage that it is less likely to be damaged by shipping, 
however it can only be used in fairly shallow water, around 12m, as waves 
do not penetrate too far into the sea. 
The device is a metal box which sits on the seabed. As a wave crosses the 
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aite the depth, and therefore the pressure increaaee and the box records 
the extra height. The infomation can either be recorded on a graph, or 
a cassette, in the box itself, or back at the shore. A aore sophisticated 
device, 11hich can be used 1n deeper water, ia the Shipbourne wave Recorder 
invented 1n 19Sl by an 1.0.s. eoient1st, Mr. M.J. Tucker. 
A pressure sensor 1a ,aounted inside a stationary ship such as a weather or 
light ship, just below the waterline. A hole is bored 1n the aide and aa 
the wate level outside rian and falls the pressure sensor records the 
changes• This hu to be coupled with an aocel.eroaeter which regietffB 
the aov•ent of the ship itself. The two readings are then added 
together an4 the intoraation is printed out aa a grapi showing a picture 
of the waves at the al ta. 
RecenU1 another device has been increasing 1n proainence, a Dutch 
inventi the waverider Buoy. 
This is a bright orange and yellow sphere about 8o aa 1n diaaeter, aoored 
to the sea bed by a "piece ot elastic". waverider · 'bloya use electronic 
integrators to convert buoy aooeluation into diaplacaent, 110 that a 
wavehelght/tiae record is obtained. A 27 M H• transaitter sends data 
back to th lb.ore, about 20 ainutea ot data being recorded ev.ry few hours. 
The 11aited range of the tranu1tter and the large uount of 
interference, liait the location of buoya to about JO ka offshore. 
The data :irovided by these aeans enables the forecasting of the height 
of wav by a aeans called "hindcuting" developed by Professor J .• Darbyshire. 
He us the relationship between the strength of the wim, the distance over 
which it hu blown and the tiae taken, to oalcul&te the wave heights. 
uch of the data used 1n the early atagea of the eave energy pr0g%Ulle 
was collected by o.w.s. India situated at 59° H latitude, 19° w longt.itude, 
b\lt as 0811 be 88811 trca the aap there are IIUlY oth£ collectors in operation. 
Plana are being aade for work on the inatallation of new buoys 1n 
looationa det81'11ined by the specific needs of the progruae, as well u 
inveatigatione of the mefulneae of satellite radar data. 
R•ulta frclll the data so far, suggest that the beet location for wave energr 
converters are off the Hebrides, where power levels of 30 - 6o kw/a are 








2. In The Shadow ot weatainater 
wave power is innovatory as tar aa serious inveetigation is concerned 
but it la not a new concept. 
PrObably the first ever patent tor a wave energy device waa filed on 
July l2tht 1799 by a father and son naaed Girard, 1n Paris. Their id• 
wu to buil4 a gigantic lever with ita ful.01'1111 on the shore and with a 
"bocly" floating on the sea. A1J the body aoved up and down with the aotion 
of the sea. the lever would also aove up and down and could be used to 
drive puape, or bucket wheels etc. The patent waa diaoovered and 
translated by Alan E. Hidden, an engineer at QUeen•a Univ81"81ty, Belfast, 
It ia aatillated that between 18.,6 and 1973 over J4o British 
patent• for wave powered generatom were granted, (See A,ppendix I). 
It the nuaberB of patents eublitted frail 186o to the present day were 
plotted on a graph then it would show an approx!aate a-curve (See Fig.l.) 
Only two or three patents were being granted eaoh year between 186o and 1890 
but this rose to around aix per year between 1900 and 1930. After 1930 
the rate slowed down, settling to about one a year between 193.5 and 1970, 
The annual nuaber ot patents aulaitted in recent tiaea baa increued but 
the rate is unlikely to reach the nuabara aeen 1n the 1900 • 1930 period, 
soae dealgna even reached the building and teating stage. The firat 
of these being 1n 1910, This was, onoe again, a French idea, built at 
Boyan, near Bordeaux. It conaiated of a vertical bore hole in a · cliff• 
the oecillationa in water level being used to drlve an air turbine. It 
provicled 1 kW of electricity and waa uaed to pi:ovide the entire power and 
lighting for a house. 
Howevar aoat ot the desigm proved to be of low efficiency aa can be seen 
1n Table I. More recently though aucoeeeful operation at low power level.a, 
for buoy and lighthouse uae, baa been achieved, 
Pioneering work by Masuda, of Japan, baa resulted in the inatallation 
of aore than )00 genera.tore in the 70 - 120 watt region of output tor 
powering light buoys and lighthouses in Japanese waters. Theae devic• 
are baaed on the idea of an oscillating water column transtering energy 
troll the waves to air to drive an air turbine. 
A study of large wavepower genera.tom began in 191'+ at the Japaneae Marine 
science and Technology Centre, baaed on Muuda's ideaa. After two years 
of buio study and work with 811&11 aodels in water tanka, a large scale 
dmce, K&1aei wu developed, 1976. Its ll&Xiaua output wu expected to 
( in )a wavea) about 2 MW I but eo far 1n preliainary trials, power levela ot 
only o,6 MW have been achieved. These teats took plaoe in the Sea ot 
• 
Japan in 19?8 and are being followed through by tests, through the 
International Energy Agency, in which the U.K. is taking part. 
In March 19?6, a working party on Ocean Energy Systas of the 
International Energy Agency was foraed, to bring together these countries, 
tr011 the o.E,C.D. who had a couon interest in developing wave energy, 
In the May of 1978 the foraal aigrdng of an agreeaent for a collaborative 
prograaae on wave energy, took place. 
The U,K, together with Canada and the U,S.A, accepted an offer to 
enter into joint prograue ( with the Japanese) of further work on the 
Kaiaei, The project 1f&8 joined by Eire in 1979, 
Governaent interest, in the U.K. began fomally in 1974 with the 
publication of a report. entitled 'Energy Conservation• by the Central 
Policy Review staff~ 
The report. reoo•abded that the fil'Bt stage of a full technical and 
eoonoaic appraisal of harnessing wave energy for electricity generation 
should be put in hand. Acting on this recOIIJlendation the Departaent of 
Energy oouissioned a study of the potential of wave po · , which was 
carried out by the National Engineering Laboratory and 1f&8 subdttad in 
March 19?5, 
Based on the results of this report. in April 1976, the Governaent announced 
the start of a two year study costing about £1 M, the aia being to 
"establish the feasibility of the large scale extraction of power froll sea 
waves and to generate infomation which would enable the cost of further 
develol)llent to be investigated". 
The Governaent was involved in wave power before 19?4 as the 
figures below show, 
.Funding by Government on wave Power R c!c D 
197.3 - 74 
1974 - 75 




The new Dep&rtaent of E)lergy was set up in 197.3, in the haste of setting up 
the Departaent no research budget had been allowed for and soae of the funds 
in those first years cue fr011 the Departaent of Indu~~ry. 
Below is a table showing the organisation of the Department of Energy's 
R & D programme on wave energy. 
Chief Scientist. D/En 


















CONVERTER DEVELOPMENT TEAMS 
Fig. 2.1 
The organisation of the Department of Energy, shown above, is managed by 
the Energy Technology Support Unit ( El'S U). 
The Energy Technology Support Unit was fonned in April 1974. The Unit was 
originally set up to supplement the resources of the Department of Energy 
in examining the technological options available to the U.K. 
EI'SU's current responsibilities are more specific. They provide direct 
support to the Chief Scientist on: 
- the scope for development of new energy sources 
- the scope for research and development leading to energy conservation 
in the medium and long tenn. 
to carry out such other work relating to energy research and development 
as the Chief Scientist may from time to time require. 
The programme for the Unit is determined by a steering committee of 
which the chief scientist is chairman. 
As far as wave energy is concerned this committee is the wave Energy 
steering Committee (WESC). 
The WESC was set up after the publication of NEL's report in 1975. The 
Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) also put to the Advisory 
Council on Research and Development for Fuel and Power (ACORD) in May 
1975 a review paper describing their work in this area. 
ACORD discussed the papers by NEL and CEGB in June 1975 and recommended 
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the etting up of a steering Couittee to prepare a national prograue on 
wave nergy. 
This recoMend&tion was baaed on the following oona1derat1ons 
l. The potential si&e of the r•ouroe large. 
11. There 1a a good seasonal aatch between the pattern of electricity 
d and and the incidence of wave energy. 
111. The wav energy conversion systeas proposed were aodula, therefore 
there would be no need for aver, large single inveataent. 
IV. The technology involved could borrow auch troa urine engineering 
and experience 1n offshore exploration. 
V. The syat• should be environaentally acceptable since they would 
be well offshore and of low freebo&rd. 
consequently the first aeeting ot the W&SC was held on the 1st August 1975. 
The steering couittee draws aeabal'IS f'roa aany sources re El'SU, CEOB, Science 
Research counoil , Miniatry of Defence as well as froa the Departaents of 
Energy am Industry. 
The tens ot reference of the 001111ittee are 
(1) To draw up and agree a national prograue of work for the at'Llly of 
wave energy, 
(11) To advise on the iapleaentation and aanageaent of that progi-_e, 
(111) To advise on the technical briefing of U.K. delegates to 
international aeetings on wave energy1 
(lV) To report. to the Chief Scientist , Departaent of Qlergy, on att81'8 
relating to wave energy. 
The work of the couittee and of converter developumt tuaa baa been 
supported 1n general research areas through a aeries of Technical Advisory 
Groups (T ACB) details ot which are given in Appemix 2. 
~en the study was announced in 1976 the inforaation available was 
insufficient to allow a firm choice of a single engineering concept to be 
aade frca the wide variety offered. CoDBequently four basic deeigna were 
chosen for investigation. 
The four designs which f oraad the JR&jor part of the two year 
prog.t'UUle w re 
(1} HRS Rectifier 
(2) Oscillating Vanes (ducks) 
(3) :ve Contouring Rafts 
(4) Oscillating water Coluan 
It is to the developaent ot these that we will now turn. 
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3. The Early Contenders 
In 1976 the four converters chosen for further investigation weres-
1. HRS Rectifier 
2. Salter Duck 
J. Cockerell Ra.ft 
4. NEL owe 
I 8.11 going to look firstly at the HRS Rectifier, mainly because it evolved 
from a scheme in Mauritius more than 20 years ago. 
The Hydraulics Research Station was first involved in wave power 
in the 196o•s when they were invited by Walton Bott, of the electricity 
authority Mauritius, to look at a scheme put to them by consulting engineers 
Alexander Gibb and Partners. 
Mauritius has a coral reef and behind the reef is a lagoon. The proposal 
was that the coral reef should be modified in some way to make it into a 
ramp. waves breaking on this ramp would rush up to the top and tip over 
into the lagoon, thus raising its level. A low head turbine placed between 
the lagoon and the sea would generate power as the water ran back through 
the turbine. The Hydraulics Research station was invited to make some 
prediction of how much power would be obtained by waves of different sizes, 
types and lengths, and how to optimize the height of the crests. They did 
the prediction but the scheme did not go ahead due to problems in constructing 
the ramp, on top of which came the drop in oil prices in 1966. But the plan 
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The HRS Rectifier works on principles similar to those of tidal ~ower. 
Wave peaks drive sea water through non-return flaps into a high level 
reservoir. From there it is fed through low head turbines into a low-
level reservoir and then discharged to the sea via non-return flaps 
during wave troughs. 
It is this intermediate reservoir which makes it different from the 
original Mauritius scheme. The rectifier received a Department of Energy 
grant in November 1976 but work was discontinued i n 1979 due to high 
structural costs and its low average output. 
SALTER DUCK 
Fig. 3.2 
The "Duck" as it is called i.s the invention of Mr. S.H. Salter of Edinburgh 
University. 
Of all the wave devices mentioned, it is probably the most famous. 
Mr. Salter began work in 197) to develop a source of energy which 
would be clean, safe, permanent and which would work in winter in this 
country, and decided that waves were the most suitable base. He built 
various models and the instruments to test their perfomance and, through 
a gradual evolution, came up with the "duck••. 
His first extraction device was something like a lavatory ball cock 
bobbing up and down but that only captured about 15% of the available energy. 
He found that if this were tipped so that the hinge was below the surface 
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the extraction was 11.uch higher, about 6o%. A vertical flap was then tried. 
Its movements displaced water behind it, making a new wave with about 2~ 
of the energy and thus making it harder to move and this resulted in a 
figure of 4o%. The next model was shaped something like the !ri tish 
standards kite mark. This did not displace water and got out about 70% 
of the available energy. Then there was the tadpole which was no more 
efficient and it was more difficult to make. 
Eventually, with the aid of a computer, the "pregnant duck" shape was 
evolved which can get 90% out, at its best. 
The duck acts as an oscillating vane, nodding up and down under wave action 
through 6o0 arc on a spine at its rear, parallel with the sea fronts. 
Originally the power take off fro• the duck was to be by radial piston 
hydraulic pumps, however Mr. Salter has now devised a unique way of power 
extraction using gyroscopes. 
Pairs of gyros would be sealed inside the ducks beak spinning in 
opposite directions. Under wave action the gyro assembly would rotate 
through~ 90° in a horizontal plane. This precessive force is harnessed 
through ring cams · attached to the gyro gimbals. A circle of hydraulic 
pumps which bear on the rings are activated by the cams: dragging over them 
as the gyro precesses. 
The gyros swing through 180° and back typically once ever:y 10 seconds. 
When Stephen Salter started his work back in 197.3, it was privately financed 
for quite some time due to the lack of a research budget in the new Department 
of Energy. However in 1974 it was arranged that he should have a grant from 
the Department of Industry. This amounted to soae £68,000. He was granted 
a further £18o,ooo in 1976 as one of the four devices studied at the start of 
the U.K. wave energy programme. He used Lanchester Polytechnic for computer 
simulation and in 1/loth scale Loch Ness trials in 1977/ 78. 
The Loch Ness trials used a 25 ft. assembly of 20 ducks on a .50 metre long 
spine and the test lasted 3 months. 
Tests at J/1.50th the scale have been conducted at 1!)3.inburgh University in 
wave (testing) tank, JOJD by 121l which was commissioned by the Department of 
Energy in 1977. 
He was granted another £4oo,ooo by the Department of Energy in 1978, when 
contractors John Laing and consultants SCOPA (Scottish Offshore Partnership) 
entered for extensive full-scale design studies. 
The duck has been called the "fast reactor of the wave power field" suggesting 
that it is elegant but complex. It seems to be this complexity and fears 
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about reliability which led to the withdrawal ot Governaent tunding in aid 
19&>, but in October a £232,000 grant to F.Xlinburgh (including aoney tor tank 
aaintenance) was confi.med, tor generic etmies on spines, gyroscopes and 
oil hydraulics, in which the duck will continue to be used • . 
The Ducks are claiaed to be aaongst the cheapeet ot the devices, and also 
one ot the ISll&llest. In a run scale device, ducks 2(a wide, with a 
captive width ot 30 aetree have been suggested. For a 2GW station saae 
1,000 ducks would be needed, they would probably be aoored in water lOOI deep 
and the string ot ducks would stretch for soae 30 ka. 
Cockerell Raft 
. - .-~.:.. 
Fig. 3.3 
This · concept wu originally evolved in l 972 by sir Christopher Cockerell, 
but at the tiae there was no otticial interest. 
In 197.3 he joined toroes with two f'riendts EWH Gifford and MV Woolley ot 
KWH Gitford and Partners, Civil Engineers, and jointly foraed the caapuy 
wavepower Liaited. 
With the oil price rises caae increased interest in the project and although 
he had no govC"Dllent funding he aanaged to get the British Hovercraft 
Corporation, at their own coat, to build a aiaple tank aodel of his device, 
The Central El.ectrici ty Generating Board oonatruoted a aore sophisticated 
aodel ot hie device (1974) and obtained perforaance char&oteristice siallar 
to thoee ot Salters ducks (about ~ efficiency) in teete in the Hythe teat 
t.&nb. 
. I 
about reliability which led to the withdrawal of Government funding in mid 
198<), but in October a £2J2,000 grant to E)iinburgh (including money for tank 
aaintenance) was confi:cmed, for generic studies on spines, gyroscopes and 
oil hydraulics, in which the duck will continue to be used. 
The Ducks are claimed to be amongst the cheapest of the devices, and also 
one of the smallest. In a full scale device, ducks 26m wide, with a 
captive width of Jo metres have been suggested. For a 2GW station some 
1,000 ducks would be needed, they would probably be moored in water 100m deep 
and the string of ducks would stretch for some JO km. 
Cockerell Raft 
Fig. J.J 
This concept was originally evolved in 1972 by Sir Christopher Cockerell, 
but at the time there was no official interest. , 
In 1973 he joined forces with two friends EWH Gifford and MV Woolley of 
EWH Gifford and Partners, Civil Engineers, and jointly formed the company 
wavepower Limited. 
With the oil price rises came increased interest in the project and although 
he had no government funding he managed to get the British Hovercraft 
corporation, at their own cost, to build a simple tank model of his device., 
The Central Electricity Generating Board constructed a more sophisticated 
model of his device (1974) and obtained performance characteristics silailar 
to those of Salters ducks (about 80% efficiency) in tests in the Hythe test 
tanks. 
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The raft converter consists of a string of relatively shallow pontoons 
connected by hinges and moored in li~e with the prevailing wave direction. 
Power is extracted from the relative angular movement of the adjoining 
pontoons with the passage of waves underneath them. The first model tests 
were conducted with up to seven pontoons in the overall raft. It is now 
thought that three pontoons would be the optimum configuration, the first 
two being of equal length and the rear pontoon twice the length. Power 
would be extracted through hydraulic pumps placed at the hinges. 
In May 1975 wavepower Ltd approached the Department of Energy for 
financial support, which it received in 1976. 
In 1978 1/lOth scale models were tested in the Solent using a three rafts 
line up. Funding stopped in 1979 mainly because the devices were expensive, 
the structm-es needed would be very large (about lOOm long and 50m wide) and 
the hydraulic system which was to be used was found to be vunerable to 
corrosion and erosion. 
For a 2 GW station more than 900 rafts ( each costing £4 million) would 
have been needed. 
4. NEL owe 
Fig. 3.4 
The National Engineering Laboratory has been involved in wave power since 
1974 when they undertook a feasibility study on behalf of the Department of 
Energy. The study described the Masuda (Chap. 2) device as "the most 
promising scheme" on the grounds that it had no large moving parts, high 
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The raft converter consists of a string of relatively shallow pontoons 
connected by hinges and moored ·!:n line with the prevailing wave direction. 
Power is extracted from the relative angular movement of the adjoining 
pontoons with ~he passage of waves underneath them. The first model tests 
were conducted with up to seven pontoons in the overall raft. It is now 
thought that three pontoons would be the optimum configuration, the first 
two being of equal length and the rear pontoon twice the length. Power 
would be extracted through hydraulic pumps placed. at the hinges. 
In May 1975 wavepower Ltd approached the Depa.rtJllent of Energy for 
financial support, which it received in 1976. 
In 1978 1/loth scale models were tested in the Solent using a three rafts 
line up. Funding stopped in 1979 ~ainly because the devices were expensive, 
the structures needed would be very large (about loom long and .50m wide) and 
the hydraulic system which was to be used was found to be vunerable to 
corrosion and erosion. 
For a 2 GW station more than 900 rafts (each costing £4 million) would 
have been needed. 
4. NEL owe 
Fig. J.4 
The National Engineering Laboratory ha.a been involved. in wave power since 
1974 when they undertook a feasibility study on behalf of the Departaent of 
Energy. The study described the Masuda ( Chap. 2) device as "the most 
prO!llising scheme" on the grounds tha.t it had no large moving parts, high 
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efficiency for wave to air energy conversion, a valved air turbine generator 
which had already been demonstrated as effective and reliable in small units, 
fabrication of the floating ring buoys could be undertaken using existing 
shipbuilding and construction technology and that the system has a higher 
credibility I"dting than most others. 
NEL decided to participate in the development of wave energy devices 
and selected the oscillating water column concept as being most appropriate 
to their expertise, already having experience in offshore activities as well 
as their special facilities in turbo-machinery. They submitted a proposal 
to the Department of Energy to exa..~ine the owe and in 1976 were granted the 
funds to do so. 
The initial investigations involved examining the simple inverted 
cylinder oscillating water column concept, the principle being that the rise 
and fall of waves in the inverted culinder forces air back and forth through 
an orifice at the top. The reciprocating air flow produced could be 
rectified by one way louvre valves and passed through an air turbine. 
( a) (b) ( C) (d) \ 






with various changes in the shape NEL managed to raise the efficiency of 
the device from JO% to 7Cffo, and by using a base plate at right angles to 
the longer rear wall raised it to 90%. 
At this stage it was necessary to call upon the services of a consulting 
engineering organisation experienced in civil and offshore work and Roxbergh 
Partners were selected. By 1978 two full scale designs had been produced 
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for a 100 MW station. 
one design of steel oonstr.:otion to be built by conv ntional shipyard 
techniques and the second of reinforced concrete. 
These designs were both floating structures, and after cost analyels 
proved to be three to five times more expensive than acceptable. 
Oscillating water Columns fixed to the seabed had been considered early 1n 
the programme but were initially disool'ded because it seaaed that they 
would be inefficient in shallow water. However examination at. the costs 
suggested that they would be cheaper in the lo~ run than floating devices 
as about. a third of their costs related to moorings, 
An outline tl.oating version 1n 1919 was costed at double the breakwater 
version. 
In a full scale lay-out the wave chaabera would ea.oh measure 1.5m wide 
and would be gttouped in fours into a 6oa device, 
The breakwater device would stand on the sea bed in 1.5 - 20 aetres ot water, 
NEL esthated that a 29 w station would require soae .SO km of bre&k~ter, 
plus lo lea ot navigation gaps. 
Since the Govarnaent announced ita wave energy progruae a steady 
streaa of new proposals has been received by El'SU which acta aa the prillary 
point of contact for the inventors. over 4o new ideas were considered in 
1m. 
The wave Energy steering CGUittee set up a Technical Advisory Group 
(TAG 1. sea Appendix 2) to aaeess and advise upon new ooncepte, and initiate 
work on those which show proa1sa. 
The iaportant criteria in assessing those new ideas are cost effectiveness 
and ngineer1ng feaalbility. 
~ ideas are mediately abandoned but eoae have gone on for further 
study am it is to theee that we now turn. 
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4. The New Recruits 
Since the recent finding decisions of 1980/81 funds from the Department 
of Energy, though not reduced are to be concentrated on four devices. 
These are the Lancaster Flexible Bag; Bristol Oscillating Cylinder and the 
Oscillating water Columns of NEL and Vickers. 
Vickers has been working on wave energy for four years, using its own 
money and Department of Energy grants, the latest of which is £125,000 
announced in September 1980. 
~ --
~' / ~ ' 
. \ ,' 
'\ "-
Fig. 4.1 
Early work on a single column 'submerged resonant duct ' resulted in the two 
groups of owe device currently being studied, the Twin owe and the submerged 
wave chamber. 
The Twin owe uses the pressure changes due to changes in the depth of water 
as a wave passes over the submerged device. This pressure change induces 
a resonant and amplified oscillation in a water column open to an air chamber 
enclosed within the structure. 
The Twin owe does not need the compression of a large volume of air 
which the early 'duct• did. Instead by linking the main column to a second 
column alongside it fools the device into thinking that it contains a far 
greater air volume than it really does. Power is extracted by self-rectifying 
turbines placed in the alternating air flow caused by the net difference in 
oscillations of the two side by side columns. Differential movement of each 
column is ensured by placing the outer inlets at widely differing levels on 
the structure and also displacing them laterally. The main inlet faces 
upward on top of the structure, where it senses the full effect of the wave 
pressure variations. The second inlet looks out horizontally near the base 
of the device, at a depth where pressure fluctuations have decayed significantly. 
Vickers feel that the Twin owe would be best employed as an inshore bottom 
standing device, built of concrete. Likely dimensions being 17m high, 22m wide 
and J2m long, the structure being about .5111 below the water surface. 
For a 2 GW station it is estimated that 2,000 devices would be needed. 
The submerged wave chamber uses the action of waves :passing over the long 
attenuating device submerged in deep water, end-on to the crests to excite a 
secondary wave in the free surface of a chamber running along the inside of 
the structure. 
Power can be extracted either by dividing the chaJ11ber into cells and using the 
alternating air flow between them, or to obtain a rectified air flow by trapping 
pockets of air between successive wave crests, so pumping them to the inshore 
end of the device where the air flow can be fed through a turbine and then 
returned to the other end once again. Of the two methods the first is the 
most efficient. 
The device would be built of steel. It would be likely to have a lOm 
square cross section and be 12m long, situated in 6am of water, .5m below the 
surface. 
Once again for a 2 GW station 2,000 of these devices would be needed. 










This concept was invented by Professor French of Lancaster University who has 
worked on the idea since 1977. Early work was funded by the Science Research 
council. In 1979 Lancaster teamed up with wavepower of Southampton and in 
June of that year they received a £175,000 grant from the Department of Energy 
for continuing development. 
The Lancaster device has flexible rubber air bags running along either side 
of a long narrow, semi-submerged, rigid hull lying end on to incoming seas. 
The bags are divided by flexible membranes and the compartments so formed are 
alternatively compressed as a wave crest passes down the device, then released 
and reinflated in the wave troughs. This bellows like action feeds pulses 
of high pressure air through non-return valves into a duct and on to a central 
turbine in a conning tower. The low pressure air coming from the turbines 
goes back to reinflate the bags so the air system is completely closed. 
The two most prominent features of the bag have both changed shape since 1978. 
In 1979 the long bag was separated into separate sections by rubberised 
fabric diaphragms, to try to get over the problem of fatigue inducing kinks 
(where a lateral wave caused the bag to become distorted). 
Fig. 4.3 
At the same time the structure size was increased to cater for the vertical 
bending mo ement likely to be imposed on a device with a 200m long spine. 
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The 1981 Hull design is still taking place but figure 
current thinking. 
is indicative of 
In the early stages of the U.K. wave energy programme there was a 
shortage of suitable tank testing facilities to cover the range of conditions 
llet by wave energy devic.es • This led to the development of tanks specifically 
designed for the purpose, able to model multi-directional random seas with 
realistic frequency and directional spectra between 1/lOoth and 1/.soth scale. 
The first of these tanks was the one at F)iinburgh, the second was couissioned 
at wavepower Lilllited premises in Cadnam during 1980 and a lot of the recent 
development of the flexible bag has been due to this. 
Bristol Oscillating Cylinder Fig. 4.4 
The Bristol Cylinder is the result of work by Drs. David Evans and Tom Shaw 
at Bristol University, where experimental work started in February 1978. 
sir Robert McAlpine and sons, with Hwnphreys and Glasgow, joined the project 
in April 1979 when it received its first Department of Energy grant. 
The Cylinder is the newest device in the wave programme being chosen by the 
Department of Energy for continuing study with a second grant of £109,000 
in September, 198o. 
The device is a sul:aierged buoyant cylinder anchored parallel to the wave 
crests. The orbital motion of the waves pressure field around the cylinder 
as it passes overhead causes the cylinder to orbit around its static 
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position, so varying the tension in its moorings. This motion is transferred 
via the aoorings to a power take off (picking up the movement as an almost 
linear reciprocating motion) at the sea bed connection between each mooring 
and its anchor. High pressure water or direct aechanical generation could 
be used. 
EXperillental work at _1/12oth the scale have been done both in a. narrow wave 
flUlle at the Civil Engineering Deparbaent of Bristol University and in the 
Department of Energy's wide tank at cadna.'Dl. 
On present evidence in a full scale layout the likely cylinder dimension 
would be 5()a long and 12m dia11eter and situated about 6 - 8m below water 
surface (deeper than this the wave energy begins to decay). 
Cylinders are rated at about 2.5 MW output therefore a 2 GW station would 




Although this device was evolved earlier than some of the others llentioned, 
I have left it until last as it does not belong to the official government 
wave energy programme. 
The Clam was the idea of nr. Norman Bellamy of Lanchester Polytechnic, 
Coventry, who is a member of Sea Energy Associates (a consortiUlll of Ready 
Mixed Concrete, Cawoods and inventors). SEA is the group which is fundiiag 
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research into the Claa at Lanohester. 
SEA - Lanchester have been involved in wave energy since 1976, including 
the l/lOth scale trials of the Salter Duck in Loch ea • The Claa oonoept 
evolved in 1979 and although no Department of Energy funds have been granted 
for th device, L&nehester received £187 ,OOO in September 198o for tudiee 
into spines and moorings. 
The Claa ca.n be classifiEd as a spine baaEd pneU11atic teraina.tor. It 
consists of large air bags sandwiched between a main structural floating spine 
and an outer hinged flap. These are face on to the prevailing sea. waves 
push the flaps in, forcing air out of the bags and through self rectif'ying 
turbines. The air is 1n a cloeed circuit and when the tlapa aove out in a 
wave trough the air returns to the bags. 
Further developaent on the Clam aims to eliainata the expensive steel 
flap and aechanical hinges used at present in favour ot a totally soft 
fronted Claa. 
Spine aodels have already been t steel inJ)rayoote reservoir and in 
teata 1n February 1981 in Loch Neas at 1/lot.h scale aodel of a 300• long 
rectangular 'QU<,.._, without bags to assess bending aov•ents and aooring 
forces. In a full scale layout ten Cl.alls would probably be used, linked 
together to ton a JOOll long spine rated at 10 MW, with a 4 MW aean output. 
A station rated at 2 GW would require 8o Jm of cO&Btline. 
It 11&ve energy is ever to contribute a significant amount to the nations 
energ)' deu.nd than there are aany asaoo1ated probleas which aust be solved 
first. These problt!lll8 inclme erroaion, corrosion, stress, urine fouling, 
aooringa and those associated with transaission. At least the first thr e 
of these deperwi upon the choice of the •in structural material used in the 
device. valuable experience on the use of concrete structures already 
exists and this suggests that these structures can survive for long period.a 
in the aarine enviromaent e.g. the Tongue Sands Fort, 13 ka off Margate. 
Considered as a structural material conorete has a big advanatge in that 
it can be aade in pre-cast unite, and consistent quality can be uintained 
in the proc a. By using reinforceaent or prestressing, concretes negligible 
tensil strength can be overcome and its compres ive strength (though not 
aa high aa that of steel) is high enough to result in very econo ical 
ooapre sion sections. 
In 1976 the Department of Energy, in collabar :tion with about 20 companies, 
initiated a programme •concrete in the Oceans' to deal with the probl 
associated with concr te oil production platfol'."JllS. It is hoped that thi 
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work may provide data relevant to the wave energy programme. Steel is a 
possible alternative to concrete as the main structural material. Even 
if it is not used for this purpose many parts of the devices will call for 
the use of steel. Corrosion could be a big problem with this material, 
but the vast f_ind of knowledge and experience in the use of corrosion 
resistant coatings and: cathodic protection which has been built up over 
many years in the shipbuilding industry suggests that this will not be a 
lilliting factor. Ships with good coating systems now expect at least four 
years between dry docking and much longer between major repairs to anti-
corrosion.\!Coatings, and this type of work could be done when the wave energy 
stations have to be taken off line for maintenance or refit. 
New paints for application to wet surfaces are also being developed and the 
wave energy programme should benefit from this work. 
Another problem with steel is fatigue failure. Not much is _Imown, as yet, 
about this and the Department of Energy supports a major research prograBUlle 
to provide quantitative data for the assessment of the safety and reliability 
of steel in offshore structures {the U.K. Offshore steels Research Project). 
other materials considered for use with wave energy devices are rubber 
and glass reinforced plastics. 
Rubber will be a necessary part of many of the devices, in the hinges of the 
Rectifier's flap gates for example. Glass fibre has been used in the 
·building of small boats for quite s011e time and although there may be a 
strength loss due to moisture and dynaaic fatigue over time, designs could 
make use of low working stresses to produce structures which are durable 
and resistant to creep. More work is needed on these materials and a 
Technical Advisory Group has been set up to deal with this (see Appendix II) 
Marine fouling in the settlement and growth of marine plants and animals 
on any part of the •arine structure. Included in this definition could be 
floating debris and seaweeds which may come into contact with the structure. 
The main problems associated with aarine foulings include increased volume, 
increased surface roughness and drag; •asking of surface to obviate routine 
inspection and maintainance; changes in corrosion fatigue behaviour; blockage 
of pipes, valves and gates etc. 
To collect aore data on the types of fouling to be expected at the 
prime wave energy sites off the Hebrides an experimental progruune has been 
initiated. Harwell Laboratory and Scottish Marine Biological Association 
have jointly designed and bull t an experi.aental test rig 10 miles west of 
south Uist. This is being used to aonitor fouling over 2 seasons. 
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Moorings ar also a big problem, mainly due to ooets. The development of 
wave energy converters could probably proceed unhindered for quite som tiae 
using over d igned mooring systems but this would be very teful. 
Prel 1nary work in 1978 by the engineering consultants to the WESC indicated 
that ooringe could compose a substantial proportion of th total costs of a 
wave n rgy device, therefore reliability, to withstand the most sever toraa, 
and oo t are the most important consideration in design. 
To this end a Technical :Advisory Group has been set up to look specifically 
at th problas of moorings and to provide1 xpert knowledge to the WF.SC and 
the devicci teall8. 
Transmission of energy form the wave energy converter to the places wher it 
is needed poses one of th biggest problss. Sul:llarine cables will h&v to 
be used to bring the electrical eaergy from the devices several kilometr 
out at sea, to the aainland. This is assuaing that electrical transais ion 
is the aethod that will be used. Many others including chemicals have been 
suggested. 
1th the developaent of a.c. to d.o. converters it is possible to supply 
energy with either alternating or d·ireot current. 
At present d.c. is preferred, ·as far as subllarine cables are concerned, as 
distance don not present a great problea • 
. . Peak power tramsm1ssion by high voltage a.c. subaarine cable is limited by 
several factors,• Cable changing currents Operating power factors Voltag 
drop ( pprox, 1.5% u.xiJD.ua)a Conductor size, thermal rating when fully sul:aerged. 
Up until recently the couonly accepted liaitation of distance with 
132 kV (typical transmission voltage for a 200/400 MW generating station) 
a.o. transmission by unocmpensated oil blpregnated paper insulated cabl 
was 3.5 kll. 
with the introduction of XLPE insulated cable power transmission 1a now 
feasible up to 100 ka. 
Hopef'ully the next developaent will be flexible a.o. cables capable of 
carrying 132 kV and being flexed without electrical breakdown. 
There are obviously many other probl , I have covered only a few, 
but with continued work by the Technical Advisory Groups and experience 
with offshore oil and gas production I hope w will soon find solutions to 
many of them. 
.s. In Conclusion 
The ultimat measure of wave power viability i ' pence per kilowatt hour• • . 
The D pa.rtment of Energy has twice commiesioned consulting engineers Rendel , 
Palmer Tri tton to cost the wave devic 1n its programme. The first 
exercise reported in Deceaber 1978 cam(' up with costs ot between '.}Op and 
50p/k for five devices. This figure was \Dlduly high due to over 
cop tio e for the unknown areas of develo ent of th e converters. 
In Dec ber 1979 the costs for a 2GW station had come down to about ,5.l.5JVkWh, 
many of the device teams are now claiJlling to be within a penny or so of the 
3 - 4-p/k target. 
Since 1976 the Govermlent has spent soae £13 million on the wave energy 
prograne. 
In 1975 the aim of the prograae was said to be •a prototype device 
by 1986, and a full scale deaonstration by th 1919•11 •. It was always 
possib~e t t the Governaent would not take the prograae this far but with 
costs, frail otticial sources, nearing the target of :3 - 4w'k~ there seaed 
to be hope. 1982 was 'decision ti e• with aoat of the work due tor COlllpletion 
and contract coming up tar renewal. 
Then on April 21th, 1982 came a report by the Department of Energy troa ACORD 
"SUIUl&17 ot Advice to the secretary of state tor Energy on His Research and 
Developaent Progrume on Renewable Energy Sources" . Under ·th section on 
wave power came this reccuendation - No new development work on wave power 
should be supported troa the Departaents research and development budget, 
However detailed coaparison of the aajor systeas was 'Planned for Sept ber 
1982 when aoat of the present work 1s eoheduled for oOllpletion. 
The existing contracts shouad be allowed to run their course. The 
r ulte frail all the projects should be prepared tor publication by the 
Departaent. It was important, in the councll 's view, to present the results 
in a tidy fora o that the work supported to date would be available to 
Government or private sector should it be d aided to reconsider ·~he role ot 
wave power 1n the U.K. economy. tt necessary 11a1ted funds should. be ll&de 
available to support this activity. The Council recouended that it the 
bud did not perait both the existing contracts to run their course and 
the r ult of the work to be prepared tor publication, priority should be 
given to the latt r". 
so it would em that wave nergy i to be shelvecl by the end of this y • 
Th re i k or sales of U.K. wave technology and expertise to the Japa.n e. 
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Having already built an experimental wave device, a ship Ka.imei 18m long 
and 12m wide, with their experience and knowledge of ship building and their 
lack of many other fuel resources firing their determination I do not think 
it will be long before we see a device of British origin in Japanese waters. 
Hopefully the more determined of the British contenders will continue 
under their own steam. 
Hopefully this is not the beginning of the end but only the end of 
the beginning. 
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A P P E N D I X I 
BRITISH PATENTS ON WAVE-POWERED DEVICES 1855-1973 































































346, 2?32, 3680 
3117 
.,. ' 
1083, 1883, 1958, 2866, 3190, 
142-, 4-52, 3031, 3761 
1361, 1706, 2583, 2807, 3735 .. ' 
816, 2687, 3051, 3629 
308, 2890, '• 148 





2983, 3563, 4192 
1659, 3827, 5276 
2274, 4187 ' 
1528 
11,990, 15,085 
2049~ 7298 , 10,174 , 11,636 
7247 ' 
. 17,593 I I 
15,696, i o,673 
8947, 15,748 
' •• . 
11,928, 12,587, 14,488, 19,140, 21,530, 21,531 
8051 
12,045, 13,212, 15,882, 15,943 
9451, 11,642, 13,152, 16,930, 22,628 
14,630, 16,650, 23,920 
8284, 20,972 
8218, 9016, 20,543, 24,064, 24,336 
225, 4311, 7555, 19,681, 21,403, 21,870 
5934, 6335, 6697, 9762, 10,444, 11,115, 13,281, 15,488, 19,999, 
25,572 
863, 3322, 5465, 6260, 11,215, 12,463, 21,361 
12,339, 23,826, 26,613 
3257, 3714, 25,646 
2942, 3741~ 4002, 8731, 13,986, 14,485, 18,773, 23,284, 28,484 












166, 3590, 5065, 12,436, 19,896, 25,494, 27,070 · 
2999, 5058, 8184, 13,185, 21,340, 25,984, 26,812 
1668, 7173, 9106, 9279, 10,720, 16,891, 18,918, · 19281, 21,266 
27,313, 27,949, 28,037, 28,591 
3673, 8739, 11,437, 12,573, 14,532, 14,533, 14,778, 19,608 i 
l --I 
190Q Change of classification to: Class 69(1) 'Hydraulic Machinery'. 
Sub-classification: 'Wave and Tide Energy Utilizing'. 
Note In the patents from 1909-1925 no division is made beiween wave and 
tidal machines. The following patents therefore include purely tidal 
devices as well as devices which derive their power purely from wave 
·action and also devices which can utilize. either tidal or wave 












Patent No (s) 
956, 2854, 3164, 3844, 8116, 11,716, 22,015~ 22,725; 28,592 
8283, 20,161, 21,336, 25,318, ·25,833; 27,708 
7087,· 9231, 12,232, 16,372, 19,115, 19,128, 21,239, 2~,049, 
28,952 . 
8857, 9040, 11,731, 17,595, 18,101, 28,343, 28,982 
1226, 1625, 4994, 5788, 12,259, 15,279, 16,106, 24,018, 28,014, 
29, 8.87 
139, 1544, 3691, 8503, 16511, 18051, 19,948, 20,415 
12,354, 12355 
100,461, 101,916, 102,980, 
116,372, 117,340, 118,989, 
125,226, 126,573, 127,154, 
138,590, 139,319, 140,573, 
150,264, 152,360, 152,484, 
156,248, 156,315, ' 157,215, 
. 161,295, 163,636, 165,789 , 
171,346, 172,078, 174,467 , 
181 , 744, 183 , 826 p 185 , 515 , 
I 
191; 780, 193,146, 194,918 , 
·202, 709f 203,435 , 203,860 » 
210,228, 210,461, 213,492, 
226,786, 128,513; 228,631, 















• ...... ..,. .. 
106, 027, 109,353, 112,55( ' 
121,831, 122,229, 122,706 
132,313, 136,733, 136,952, 
146,611, 147,720, 148,357, . 
154,188 
158,368, 158,661, 158,971, 
167,777, 170,429, 171,104, 
175,152, 175,928, 177,576, 
188,812, 190,743 1 191 ,239 , 
196,660, . 197 ,002, 200,559 · 
209,126, 209,598, . 209,87 1, 
218,102, 219,323, 223,374, 
230,296, 235,508, 236,652, 
Note The patents from 1926-1963 were examined to determine whether . their 
operational principle ··depends on wave- action, tidal action or both . . 
A (W) indicates a device based purely on wave derived energy, (T) a 
purely tidal device and (wr) a scheme which in theory is dependent 
only on a variation in level and can operate from wave or tidal 
movements. An (I) has been used where .the principle ,of operation 
could not be easily determined from the relevant abridgement. 
1926-30 264,772W, 265 ·,094W, 266,6211, 267,387WT, 267,945T, 269,316T, 
273,219T, 275,115T, 277,007W, 211;aasw, 283,327T, 283,607T, 
291,265W,· 292,314W, 292,906T, 293,925W, 296,3301, 297,288W, 
297,569wr, 297,720W, 301,264W, 302,546wr, 305,477T, 307,681W, 
,336,209I 
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1931 Change of classification to: Group XXIX Sub-classification: 'Wave and 
Tice Energy Utilizing'. 





























344,374!, 346,947W, 348,672I, 349,103I, 349,260T 





511,809T, 519,155W ~- · 
525,069W, 530,898TI 
541,775W, 557,049W . 
562,285W, 566,396W, 566,691W 
590,196W, 590,331T ' 
612,175W, 613,159W, 613,160W 
628,278W, 628,422W, 633,983W, 636,003T 
655,987W 
677, 186W-
681 , 639W 
710,685T, 717,112T 
734,294W 
741,494W, 745,084W, 750,602T, 757,686W 
Nil 
789 ,044WT __ _ 







1963 Change of clas$ification to Fl S28, 'Prime Movers, Utilizing Wave and 
Tide Energy' . 
Note Patents from 1963 to 1973 were . examined to separate wave powered 




1 I / 
. 196 3-64 940,823) 954 , 962 
1964 . Nil . 
1965 989,640 
1965-66 1,014,196, 1,024,536 
1966 Nil. 











Note In the above list of patents the _years referred to are the years 
indicated on the volumes of patent .abridgements. · This is not 
necessarily the data ascribed to the patent. 
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CUMULATIVE TOTAL OF UK PATENTS ON WAVE POWERED DEVICES SINCE 18 56 
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T.Al3LE -I 
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WAVE POWERED GENERATORS - SUMMARY OF DEVICES BUILT AND TESTED UP TO OCTOBER 1974 
--
Year System Power Location Organisation } Remarks . d. . d 1 concerned in l. vi ue. 
Vertical bore hole ..... 
' in cliff osci lla t-
Royan, Bordeaux, Supplied entire · 1 1910 ions in water level 1 kW nr M Bothaux-Praceique power and light for France driving an air dwelling house 
turbine 
Pier structure with Young's 'Million Power level claimed, 
floats . using both '· Dollar' Pier, but not sub-2 1911 110 kW US Wave Power Company vertical and hori- Atlantic City, New s tan tia t'ed on 
zontal motion Jersey, USA ~nvestigatiQn 
Float system operat-
3 1920 ing in a basin n.a. Algiers, N Africa M Fusenot Feeble power level 
connected to sea 
4 1926 Not identified - Minou lighthouse, M Coyne Discouraging results Brest, France 
5 Pre 1931 Savonius rotor n.a. Baltic Sea J Savonius Limited trials 
-~ Rotor driving double 
6 Pre 1931 Savonius rotor up _to Musee Oceano- M Richards ~- acting .pumps lifting· operating pump 7 kW graph
1
ique Monaco water to a height of \ 
I ' 200 ft 
Heavy float ri,sing 
Musee 
Operated 10 years 
7 1931 and falling to Oceano- F Ca ttanca.o pumping water 
operate -pump graphique Monaco 'destroyed by heavy 
seas 
\ n.a. = not available. 
' 
. ' ("'\ 
<i' 
.• 
Year System Power 
-
- CotJ,verging channels 
,-:- su'pplying a fore bay 




9 1944 Model of above n.a . 
10 1947 Three float system 200 W 
' . 






Submerged buoy with 
13 1962 di.aphragm activated 0.25 W 
generator 
n.a. = not available. 
TABLE I (cont.) 
Organisation Location } concerned individual 
i Societe 
Medi terraneerine _ 
i Pointe Pescade d'Energie- Marine 
ii Sidi Ferruch ii Societe Marocaina 
Algeria d'Etudes de la Houle 




y Masuda, Oceanographic 
Japan Unit, Japanese Maritime 
Self-Defence Unit 
Japan Y Masuda 
i Kannonzaki, · nr 
Yokosuka harbour, Masuda supported by 
Japan R & D HQ of Japan 
ii Institute test D
efence Agency 
tank 
. . . ' 














turned by high wave. 
Test failed 
Tests carried in 
sheltered location 



















Air turbine system 
in fixed pipe 
Power 
. n,a, 
Pendulum-type bu oy - 2-J W· 
...______,, 
'Ocean motion 
harness' operat i ng 
on principle of self 
winding watch 
Air-turbine buoys 
Air turbine fix~d . 
system adapted t o 
power lighthouse 
Wave-powered devi ce 
to move sand 






n,a, = not available. 
M ~wwwrnc::a w BW -
.,. 
TABLE I ( co~t.'T -- - · 
:. Location · Organisation) . d .. d 1 concerned 1.n 1.v1. ua 
N k · t R k Y Masuda supported by a am1.na o oc , 
R & D HQ of Japan Pacific Ocean, Japan 
Japan 
USA 
Japan, USA, UK 
Ashika-jima Light-










Nichiro Kogyo Kaisha Ltd 
Ryokuseisha Corporation 
funded by Foundation New 
Techni que Development 
Corpor ation 
Hamilton Watch Company 
Industrial and Military 
Produc ts Division 
Invented by Y ~asuda 




Sumitomi Shaji Kaisha 
Ltd 
Customers: Japan 




Y Mas• da 
Remarks 
Test safety of fixed ; 
air-turbine system 
in high waves 
Based on a sugg~~t-
ion and research of 
Y Masuda, was 
developed as a 
navigation buoy, I 
Rejected because of 
. sway effect on light I 
., 
Prototyp~ weight 
1. lb 3 in dia x 3 
high 
in ' 
Over 300 buoys now 
in operation off 
Japan, USA, Canada, 
Persian 'Gulf, and . 
British Isles, Test- i 
ed by Irish Lights 
1.970 







Year System Powe r 
Hydraulic pumping 
21 1970 over pliable strips n.a. 
in concrete trough 
Bobbing buoy with Les~ direct generation of 
22 1970 electricity from 
than 
linear generator 1 W 
Investigation of new 
cons true t"ion method 23 1971-2 -for air-turbine n.a. 
·fixed method 
1970 Wave·pump devic
e 60 W - (no 24 fitted to ship present .. R V Ellen B Scripps turbine) 
1972 Float with 25 - propellors shaft n.a. present on 
1973 - Oscillating vane 26 Model present device 
1973 Model - wave 27 1-974 energy converter 
n.a. = not available. 
a,s · 
TABLE _:r·( cont.) 
Location Organisa
tion } 
i ndividual · concerned 
' 
Power Systems Company, 
USA Bos tort, Mass , USA. · 
UK exhibited 1970 
Invented and patented 
at by University College of 
Lighthouse N Wales. Conference 
Y Masuda. Japan -
Japan Electric Machine 
Association 
i David Castell/Scripps 
Tested off Point Institute of Oceano-
Conception, graphy, La Jolla , 
California, USA California, USA : 
ii Glosten Assoc i ates 
I 
Fagersta A B, Sweden 
Sweden M Gustaffson , 
K J Loqvist :--, 
s Salter, Department 




AD Little Inc . :rest 
USA · under contrac t for US 
firm 
Remarks 




after tests gave 
very low output 
First experiment 
July 1972 terminated 
because of pipe 
failure. Latest 
experiment reported 
July 1973 plagued by 
calm seas 
Experiments carried 
out on ~-m dia 
float 
Model tests have 
shown that 90 per 
cent conversion ef-
ficiency- is possible 
Device found to be 







! -~-- \ 
TABLE I (cont.) 
Year System Power Location Organisation} Remarks 1 d .. d 1 concerned n 1.v1. ua 
28 1974 Float with impeller 
UK Na t i onal Physical Subject of patent shaft n.a. Laboratory application through 
on 
NRDC 
29 1974 Various float 
UK Wave Power Ltd · devices n.a. 
' 
'! 
30 1972- Autobailer wave-
0.025 Impor ted by Yachtex, Commercia1.ly present powered bilge 
gal/min Sweden Wes tcliffe-on-Sea available pump 
. I n.a. = not available. 
APPENDIX II TECHNICAL ADVISORY GROuPS 
TAG 1 - NEW DrSIGNS 
· Terms of reference 
1. To review the fundamentals of wave motion in relation to the principles 
of wave energy extraction and, wl)ere thought appropriate, either to 
encourage and/ or support current fundamental research 'ffOrk or promote 
such work particularly on basic principles not covered by the current 
~c ar SRC programmes,. 
2. Tq review on behalf of WE.SC all ideas and applications for financial 
support for new designs of wave energy converters su itted to the 
Depart ent of Er,ergy, and to make recommendations for action,. 
3. To recommend and initiate work on generic concepts associated with the 
fundamental principles of wave energy converters including aspects of 
current designs, drawing on resources of expertise avail~ble from the 
:ve power programme as a whole. 
4. To liaise with SRC in r,espect of research at universities on wave energy 
devices • 
.s~ To keep ·informed on new international developaents and to as ess their 
relevance to and implications for the UK programme. 
TAG 2 • WAVE DATA 
Terms of reference 
To detemine what wave data are needed by the engineering developnent teams 
and what is :r.-equired by other Advisory Groups and to arrange for such data. 
to be provided .if it already exists. If there are requirements for additional 
d&ta the group will propose programmes of work to acquire such data. 
TAG 3 • STRUCI'URE AND li!,UID LOADING 
Tel.'lllS of reference 
l. EXamine loading and st:ructural design aspects of proposed converters, 
consulting wt.th Device Teams as necessary. 
2. Advise the wave Energy steering Committee• and where appropriate the 
Device Teams, on the problems of wave action and structural design. 
3. Advise the Steering Committee on structural adequacy and efficiency of 
proposed converters• making recoJIIDlendations where apt)rOpriate for 
improvements to structural design. 
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4. Evaluate prograue of develoIJBent work being carried out by the Device 
T •e, initiate and monitor on behalf of the Steerin Committee any 
supplellentary Rand D which mq be necessary to ensure the accurat 
prediction of wave-induced loads and mooring forces and efficient 
truotural design. 
TAG 4 • MOORING AND ANCHORlliG 
Terms of reference 
1, To advise on the suitability of present mooring and anchoring s:pt 
to the requir ents of various wave power oonvertere. 
2. To advise Device Tea11s on technology specific to their designs, and to 
make recOllllendations on research and develo'Pllent requirements. 
3, To recommend, insti te and monitor research and dev lop ent programmes 
of a enerio nature on behalf of the ~e Ener steering Co ittee. 
TAG 6 - GFmERATION AND TRANSMISSION. 
Terma of reterenoe 
l. To 1den_tify possible energy conversion, generation and transmission 
syst81118. 
2, To estisaate the performance and cost ot the more proaising systems and 
make a first order asaeel!lllent of the impact ot the operational and 
performance (transfer efficiency) characteristics of :particular designs 
on the overall economics ot converters. 
3. To provide design infomation for the teams developing particular 
converte • 
4, To estimate the tillescales and the R and D effort required to implement 
particular designs, 
5, To lllake reco•endationa to the Wave Energy Stesring C0111111ittee on the moat 
promising systea( s) for development. 
TAG 7 - ENVIRONMMAL IMPACI' 
Terms of reference 
1, To examine the ossible envilronllental effects of large wave :power 
stations on, 
(a) the morphology of the adjacent coastline, 
(b) the navigation of shippings 
( o) the looal ecological balance, 
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(d) the :f'ishing industry, 
(e) leisure aot1v1tiess 
(f) interaction with other activities, eg 
Ministry of Defence, oil exploration, eto. 
2. Bearin in mind the likely location of wave power stations, to develop 
an awareness of the impact of shore installations on areas of scenic 
beauty and of the availability of large amounts of energy in areas 
of low economic activity. 
3. To consider environmental ffects in geographical areas which might be 
used for Phase II of the development programme. 
4. To re ort to the wave Energy Steering Committee and to advise the 
Device Teams as required. 
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